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Example
First.

Dual Listed Companies

A Dual Listed Company is listed as a separate legal entity 
on two different exchanges. The two legal entities have an 
agreement to share all revenue, costs, and risks as one 
unified whole. On the exchange each entity represents 
some proportion of the shared revenue.

Royal Dutch Shell

• Listed in Holland and the UK;
• Royal Dutch NV at up to 22% premium over Shell 

Transport and Trading PLC;
• Unexplained by market risk factors;



Example
Second.

Stale News Content

Investors react primarily to novel news content.

However, it has been shown (Tetlock, 2011) that investors 
overreact to duplicated information, especially (Fedyk, 
2014) when the duplicated information represents an 
aggregation of multiple previously distinct events. 

• Average 4 basis points excess return (duplicate)
• Average 8 basis points excess return (aggregate);
• Consistent behavioral effect since at least 2000;

Clearly, there is inefficiency in absorbing new information 
into the market’s shared consciousness.



Example
Third

Between 12:45 PM on 
June 4th and 5:02 AM 
on June 5th over a 
dozen headlines were 
written about Pemex 
exports to the US 
declining by 14%

through April.

On June 5th at 
7:03 AM the first 
English headline 
was sent, nearly a 
full day later.



The market price of Tenaris after the English announcement of PeMex:

Example
Third



Information Propagation

Under the Efficient Markets Hypothesis, all latent and public 
information about a company is immediately taken into account 
such that its market price reflects its fair value with respect to:

• Company conditions;
• Economic conditions;
• Market conditions.

In Theory
It’s easy.



Information Propagation

In practice, the efficiency of information propagation is 
hampered by:

• Access to information channels;
• Medium (market data, text, television); 
• Actions/expectations of actors.

In Theory
It’s easy.



Why
Is this important?

Using news and other public information

• Better define the current state of the world.

• Form suitable beliefs about the likelihood of certain 
classes of event, given a better understanding of the 
world.

• Increase transparency by surfacing information to 
those who need it—reducing the likelihood of actors 
gaining due to inefficient information channels.

• Allow participants to take into account a larger 
information set when measuring the “risk” associated 
with their actions.

Now

Next

Clarify

Measure



A Toy Model
Communication

A simple model of information propagation

Agents operate rationally with a set of known concepts, and a set of 
beliefs about those concepts. Each belief is weighted according to the 
extent it has been substantiated by implicit or explicit evidence.



A simple model of information propagation

1. Some process generates an utterance containing some degree of 
information, which is communicated to an agent [Communication].

A Toy Model
Communication



A simple model of information propagation

2. An agent interprets the informational content of the utterance
according to the maximally likely interpretation, given evidence
supporting such a claim in her set of beliefs [Interpretation].

A Toy Model
Communication



A simple model of information propagation

3. The agent updates her set of beliefs and concepts such that any 
new information has been accounted for, to the extent to which the 
instance is substantiated, following a path of least resistance 
[Updating].

A Toy Model
Communication



Where do we stand?

• Communication
• We can aggregate large amounts of data on everything;
• Formats are inconsistent, especially text;
• Different languages difficult to work with;

• Interpretation
• Basic information extraction, light context sensitiveity;
• Some use of background knowledge (NELL, YAGO, …);

• Updating
• Manual curation still relatively dominant for highly accurate 

knowledge;
• Light reasoning for augmented decision-making;

A Toy Model
Communication



Where do we stand?

• Communication
• We can aggregate large amounts of data on everything;
• Formats are inconsistent, especially text;
• Different languages difficult to work with;

• Interpretation
• Basic information extraction, light context sensitiveity;
• Some use of background knowledge (NELL, YAGO, …);

We will focus on computational approaches to enhancing the first two parts 
of this model, especially information disseminated in natural language.

A Toy Model
Communication



Identify
Opportunities

In order to identify information asymmetries, we must be able to answer 
several fundamental questions:

• Is this information new?
• Have we seen it before?
• Could it be inferred from our existing knowledge? 

• Who said it?
• Do people listen to what is being said?
• Is it timely, impactful, trustworthy?

• What is the context?
• What has already been said?
• Is this important/unexpected?
• How many people care?
• What might it affect?



Identify
Opportunities

In order to identify information asymmetries, we must be able to answer 
several fundamental questions:

• Is this information new?
• Have we seen it before?
• Could it be inferred from our existing knowledge? 

• Who said it?
• Do people listen to what is being said?
• Is it timely, impactful, trustworthy?

We will focus on the first two questions as most relevant to our area of exploration.



Is this information new?



Natural Language
Is it new?

Are we looking at novel content?

The question of measuring the value of information has been addressed many times 
before.

• Shannon, Information Theory, measuring the information gain of a channel based 
on entropy—higher entropy implies more information.

Information gain is not directly a measure of novelty.

• Novelty at MUC or ACL, typically viewed in a stream setting, on a shallow 
document representation (topics, entities).

• Novelty Detection in Machine Learning, identifying samples that are sufficiently 
different from the training data supplied, good for learning.



Is it new?

How does novel content get absorbed?

In the case of natural language:

• Assertions of fact or opinion about concepts and the relationships that hold 
between them, with degrees of belief (stated or implied);

“Thirty people were killed in a lightning storm 
over Milwaukee this Sunday.”

30 [quantifier] >> Human 30/6/2015

Natural Disaster

Etc.

Positive Assertion

Natural Language



Is it new?

How does novel content get absorbed?

e.g. NELL, FrameNet

“Thirty people were killed in a lightning storm 
over Milwaukee this Sunday.”

GROUP_KILLING = [
[Magnitutde = 30]
[Object = Human]
[Mode = [Natural Disaster = [

[Class = Lightning Storm]]
[Location = MILWAUKEE]
[Time = 30/06/2015]]

Natural Language



Is it new?

How does novel content get absorbed?

Have we seen this, or could any part of this be inferred from our Knowledge Base 
(KB)?

GROUP_KILLING = [
[Magnitutde = 30]
[Object = Human]
[Mode = [Natural Disaster = [

[Class = Lightning Storm]]
[Location = MILWAUKEE]
[Time = 30/06/2015]]

Natural Language



Is it new?

Problems

• How to specify all classes and relationships ahead of time?
• How to disambiguate all instances correctly?

The best systems around today are overwhelmingly tailored to shallow phrase 
extraction:

• Limited set of supported syntax, i.e. disambiguation can be syntax-driven;
• Hard to extract and represent nested structures;
• Tend to be more successful on less interesting information;

“Buffett shuffled his feet and explained that his revised outlook, 
given recent market events, was very bullish.”

Natural Language



Is it new?

Problems

“Buffett shuffled his feet and explained that his revised outlook, 
given recent market events, was very bullish.”

Which information should be weighted as most important?

“Tyson shuffled his feet to deliver the perfect right 
hook that defeated his opponent.”

Mostly context driven:

“The suspect shuffled his feet several times 
while providing his testimony.”

Natural Language



Is it new?

Suspend this discussion…

It’s clear the interpretation is going to get hairy. So let’s set aside that aspect for the 
moment.

An orthogonal problem: assume we have some capability to extract useful 
information. What about different languages and modes of representation?

Natural Language



Cross-lingual
Example.



Cross-lingual
Example.



How Often?
All of the time.

These are not isolated events:

• Several events each day.

• Range of latencies from minutes to hours; average around 5-15 
minutes.

• Largest events within Latin America (Mexico, Brazil) and East 
Asia (China, Japan), though also Europe, India, Russia.

• Price differential greatest when the news is released in English.



Multiple signals.
Common representations.

Why look beyond English?

• We can understand some of what is happening in English texts.

• A large amount of information is not in English.

• A lot of information exists in more than one language 
(especially important information).

So, if we want to identify novel information, we need to have a 
common representation across languages (and, eventually, across 
media types too).



Multi-lingual processing.

Dealing with multi-lingual content.
There are a couple of common approaches to dealing with building a common 
representation across languages.

• Translate the text to a common language (English);
• Normalize by extracting entities, event identifiers, predicate-argument structures, 

and resolving these to an ontology directly where possible;

Or,

• Extract common cross-lingual concepts via multilingual LSI or other nearest-
neighbor/distributional approaches;

The informational similarity of two documents once normalized and resolved can be 
posed as a graph similarity problem vs. previously seen document-concept mappings.

Natural Language



Cross-Lingual
Translation

Text Text

Syntactic
Structure

Syntactic
Structure

Semantic
Structure

Semantic
Structure

Interlingua

Direct Translation

Syntax-based Transfer

Semantic 
Transfer

Syntactic
Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

Syntactic
Generation

Semantic
Generation



Cross-Lingual
LSI

Multilingual Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)



Cross-Lingual
SVD

Decomposition to rank-k approximation of X

• K largest singular values from Σ, and corresponding singular vectors 
from U and V;

• Dimensionality-reduced approximation represents clusters of 
concepts. Cosine similarity measures distance between concepts;



Is it new?

How does novel cross-lingual content get absorbed?

Assertions need to be absorbed into some decision-making framework:

• With cross-lingual approaches (e.g. LSI), the representation can be as rich as there 
exist classes in any of the languages, i.e. extraction approaches can come close to 
the union of all structure available;

The problem today is that the density of extraction is not high 
enough to rely on alone for novelty detection.

• Need a mixture of approaches;

• Need a better understanding of the relationship of novel content to non-novel 
content—both content and envelope;

Cross-lingual



Learning Novelty
What counts as new information?

Newness is not an inherent property of the text.

Example:

“Iron Mountain Inc., the Boston-based data storage and information 
management company, is considering an offer to buy Recall 
Holdings Ltd. for more than $2 billion, people with knowledge of 
the matter said.”

• Let’s say no previous news story mentioned that Iron Mountain is 
based in Boston. Is it novel?

• What level of granularity: Story, Sentence, Predicate?
• What time span? What context?

“IBM’s shares jumped 3% during market open today.”

• This could happen every day.



New and Important
Definition

Text-based features contribute to an answer.

• Entities, facts, events, relationships;
• Temporal clues and dependencies;
• Topic modeling;
• Entity-narrative consistency;

We care about identifying anomalous events in an otherwise consistent 
entity narrative. Documents and streams of documents can help us define 
the context. But we need a more concrete world model to ground our 
narrative.

We need a more rich semantic, context-driven, world model for novelty.



New and Important
Measurement

Building corpus resources for this task.

• A simple sequence labeling task;
• Annotator sequentially reads and tags;

Great, except, this breaks down if you want to do more than 10 documents. 
We need thousands at least.

Use entity-level annotations and associated latent topics to constrain the 
task. Then select pairs of documents at random from a temporally 
constrained distribution. Mturk?

Choose enough pairs until your likelihood of missing annotations is below 
some threshold.



Who said it?



Information
Is it trustworthy?

What does the content from this source usually look like?
• Normalize the input text to reduce dimensionality:

 @country:IRAN@,@nuclear_disarmament@, @country:USA@, [backs, 
initial, sanctions, deal], @support@;

• Build a semi-lexicalized, feature-rich channel-based language model (LM);

• Estimate the likelihood that new content published is close to our 
expectation from this channel, by using a modified Query Likelihood Model:

• 𝑃𝑃 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛|𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐 = ∑𝑘𝑘=0𝑛𝑛 log(𝑃𝑃 𝐾𝐾 𝑄𝑄 )
Where k represents the semi-lexicalized feature, K the set of n-gram features 
rooted at k, and Q the semi-lexicalized channel LM.

• Cluster all sources to categorize them;



Do people listen to what is being published?

• Number of readers alone doesn’t provide the full picture;

• Sources tend to be authoritative within a limited set of domains;
• Don’t allow this to make everything they say important;

• We would like a topic-based score of a source’s authority:
• First we need topics (LSI, LDA):

Information
How authoritative?



Information
How authoritative?

Do people listen to what is being published?

• Next, associate each source to their most prolific topics;

• {𝑡𝑡1,…,𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛}∈𝑇𝑇
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 [∏𝑑𝑑∈𝐷𝐷(∑𝑡𝑡∈{𝑡𝑡1,…,𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛}𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑|𝑡𝑡))];
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In summary.
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Time to start looking at integrative 
frameworks (again).
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multiple media.



In summary.

Time to start looking at integrative 
frameworks (again).

Don’t lose sight of the vast varieties of 
formats from multiple languages, to 
multiple media.

There are a large set of problems yet 
unsolved with massive potential.



In summary.
You’ll all have jobs for the foreseeable future.



Questions

james@hodson.io



Cross-Lingual
Statistical Translation
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Cross-Lingual
Translation Factors

Features used:

“Centerra Gold (CG) today reported a net loss of $54.6 million, 
or $0.23 per share.”

Centerra Gold|COMPANY >> SUBJECT
(|Open CG|Prop )|Close >> PARENTHETICAL STATEMENT
today|Adv >> MODIFIES “Reported”
reported|V-Past >> HEAD VERB
a|Det-Indef
net|Adj loss|Nn-Sg >> NOUN GROUP >> OBJECT
of|Prep-of >> PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE
$54.6 million|CURRENCY >> MODIFIES “net loss”
,|Punct-Comma

Tree-level features Chunk-level features POS-level features



Cross-Lingual
Statistical Translation

Modeling translation with Bayes

View the probability of a particular translation being generated by our model as 
dependent on the text we started with in the source language:

• 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 𝑛𝑛 𝑓𝑓 = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 𝑓𝑓 𝑛𝑛 𝑃𝑃 𝑛𝑛
• Separate Language Model and Translation Model;

The translation model is decomposed into:

• 𝑃𝑃 �̄�𝑓1𝐼𝐼 �̄�𝑛1𝐼𝐼 = ∏𝑖𝑖=1
𝐼𝐼 𝜙𝜙 �̄�𝑓1 �̄�𝑛1 ϑ 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 − 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖−1

Decoding the phrasal translations given a table of probabilities employs a stack-based 
beam search with pruning.
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